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PROJECT

WHITE DOVE

Interior designer Geeta Krishna of Divine Proportion Interiors has given her
home in Mumbai a chic contemporary and colour rich look
Geeta Krishna principal designer and managing partner of Divine Proportion
Interiors established in the year 2012 has developed a hefty design portfolio
over the past 10 years Divine Proportion Interiors is known for its authentic
design quality craftsmanship and concise approach
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Her project White Dove which is her family home is designed with an eye for
detail with major inputs by her husband to keep up the functionality of the
overall design
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CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

ARCHITECT ICON

THE MASTER MODERNIST
Alvar Aalto was a Finnish architect and designer who created his own style
from his interpretation of modernist architecture that relied on the use of local
materials with a focus on functionality
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We should work for simple good undecorated things which are in harmony
with the human being and organically suited to the little man in the street
"

THE MASTER
MODERNIST
,

Alvar Aalto
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Hugo Alvar Henrik Aalto was a Finnish architect and designer His work
includes architecture furniture textiles and glassware as well as sculptures and
paintings He never regarded himself as an artist seeing painting and sculpture
as branches of the tree whose trunk is architecture Aalto s early career ran in
parallel with the rapid economic growth and industrialization of Finland during
the first half of the 20th century The span of his career from the 1920s to the
1970s is reflected in the styles of his work ranging from Nordic Classicism of
the early work to a rational International Style Modernism during the 1930s to a
more organic modernist style from the 1940s onwards
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NEW LAUNCH

PROMISE OF SAFETY

Simpolo Ceramics has introduced Ricco Collection tiles made with IM
Technology that comes with a promise of safety and a unique posh surface
Simpolo Ceramics has carved its niche as a consistently growing organization
with sheer innovation and passion rooted in simplicity They are known for
their innovation and newness in each component of tile designing The brand
has been constantly working on changing and innovating Their latest
technology and innovations in concepts and designing with a highly
customized product range has made them the leading brand in the world
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IM Technology is their latest technology that removes uncertainties or
doubts involving safety within the home and is being used for the first time
ever in India The technology helps the product surface repel any liquid and
does not allow unwanted or harmful living organisms to stay or grow
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www.thetilesofindia.com

